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Oracle SQL Tips 
Remember: Oracle SQL is case insensitive. 

 

Queries: 

 
1. One of the more irritating things that happens when querying tables is the 

periodic printing of a header line. This is installation dependent but often occurs 
after 20 or so rows of table data has been retrieved. If your query involves 
hundreds of rows of data this becomes a real nuisance. To avoid the problem 
enter: 

 
set pagesize 50000 
 

This will allow the printing of a single header line followed by 50000 rows of data 
before another header row is printed. 
 

2. To save the results of a query to a file enter the following prior to running the 
query: 

Spool <file> 
 
 After running the query enter: 
 
   Spool off 
 

Failure to do this immediately after running your query will result in everything 
you do thereafter being appended to the file which is probably not what you want. 
Be aware that while the query is writing to your file it also is being displayed on 
your screen at the same time. This can be a bit disconcerting. 
 

3. Basic table query  select <column1>, <column2>, … from <table>; 
 

 Select count(*) from well_header; 
 
This is a very useful query since it lets you know just how many rows are in table 
well_header. It gives you an idea of how you might want to limit your query 
output with a where clause. 
 

 Select * from well_header where well_id = ‘05077050610’; 

This selects all table columns for the specified well (remember to end with ; ) 
 

 Select well_id, lat, lon, td from well_header  where well_id between 
'05045152880001' and '05103098530001' order by well_id; 
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This selects only the well_id, lat, lon, td table columns for the indicated range of 
well ids and sorts the result by well_id. 
 
 
Sometimes you only want to find out how many different values a table column 
has. This can be done as follows: 
 

 Select distinct status from well_header order by status; 
 
This retrieves only the different values of the table column status and sorts them 
alphabetically 
 
To retrieve data from several tables use: 
 

 Select a.well_id,a.lat,a.lon,b.pick,b.pick_depth,c.paleo_txt 
From well_header a, pick b, paleo c 
Where a.well_id = b.well_id and 

            b.well_id = c.well_id and 
            a.well_id = c.well_id and 

well_id between '05045152880001' and '05103098530001' order by 
a.well_id, b.pick_depth; 

 
There are several things to note here: 

 The table columns must be associated with a specific table either a, b, or c 

 The bolded section is extremely important because it ensures that the 
keys of the various tables are properly aligned. Failure to do this will 
result in what is called a Cartesian Join which basically dumps the 
whole of the tables contents and creates a real mess. 

 The output is sorted by well_id first then by pick_depth  
 

4. For complex queries typing them in line by line can be a frustrating experience 
especially if you make a mistake after entering say 10 lines. To avoid this you 
can use a text editor to create a file with your SQL in it. ORACLE requires this file 
to have a .sql extension. Then at the SQL> prompt type: 

 

 @<file> 
 
 And your SQL will be run. 
 

Inserts: 

 
1. To insert a new row into a table use: 
 

 Insert into well_header (well_id, lat, lon, td)   
values (‘05077050610’, 34.12345, 107.12345,14561); 
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Here a row is being inserted into the well_header table. If a row currently exists 
with a primary key of ‘05077050610’ then this new row will not be inserted. 
 

2. Be aware that you have to have the proper ORACLE security permissions to do 
this. 

 
3. In order for you to finalize your insert you must enter  
 

 Commit; 
 
Following the insert. 
 

4. If you don’t want to keep the insert you must enter 
 

 Rollback; 
 
Following the insert. 
 

Updates: 

 
1. To update table columns in a pre-existing row use: 

 

 Update well_header set lat = 34.23456, lon = 107.23456 where well_id = 
‘05077050610’; 

Here the columns lat and lon are being updated for the specific well.  
 

2. Be aware that you have to have the proper ORACLE security permissions to do 
this. 

 
3. In order for you to finalize your update you must enter  
 

 Commit; 
 
Following the update. 
 

4. If you don’t want to keep the update you must enter 
 

 Rollback; 
 
Following the update. 

 

Deletes: 

 
1. To delete a row from a table enter 
 

 Delete from well_header where well_id = ‘05077050610’; 
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This will delete the designated well from the well_header table. 

 
2. Be aware that you have to have the proper ORACLE security permissions to do 

this. 
 
3. In order for you to finalize your delete you must enter  
 

 Commit; 
 
Following the delete. 
 

4. If you don’t want to keep the delete you must enter 
 

 Rollback; 
 
Following the delete. 

 
 
 


